
Hello neighbors! I am Karl Crook and I would like your consideration for a Trustee position on 
your board. My wife and I moved to Choctaw Lake over eleven years ago. I retired from the 
Honda companies in 2019 after 31.5 years. Most of my time with Honda was devoted to being a 
new model project leader with Honda Engineering but I also worked in manufacturing and 
product development. I earned a B.S.S. From Ohio University where my concentration of 
studies was in Business Administration and Industrial Engineering. I am also interested in the 
environment and nature; we have a tree farm and a personal orchard away from the lake. I was 
involved with Boy Scouts with Troop 859 in Hilliard, serving on the Troop Committee for eight 
years, with three years as Troop Committee Chairman. I served on the Parish Council for St. 
Charles Borromeo Church in South Charleston until we transferred to St. Patrick's in London. 
My time and training with Honda and Dr. Edward W. Deming shaped my personal and 
professional philosophies. Some of these philosophies are: Management is an action verb, not 
the people at the top of an org. chart. An organization needs leadership from the top, and the 
top leads with knowledge that comes with direct involvement of the operations to get an 
understanding of the actual situation. Strive to facilitate constant improvement; the worst 
reason for repeating a process is “because we have always done it that way.” The best leaders 
ask the best questions about who, what, where, when, why, how, and how many with the intent 
of stimulating active thinking to improving the status quo. Eighty percent of any job is planning 
and preparation. Value needs to be considered as well as cost. 
I am wanting to serve the community by participating with the lake's Board of Trustees because 
I believe it is important that we all be involved with operating our community. I now have the time 
to devote to being more involved with the lake operations. I believe our current board has done 
a fine job for our community, but I think it is important to regularly have new members in the 
board who can bring a fresh perspective, unique life experiences, and new energy to the 
organization. I am volunteering to participate with the lake operations with the intent of 
continuing to improve our community to keep this as a wonderful place to live and enjoy the 
benefits of Lake Life in our unique, beautiful, and convenient location. 


